A Toilet In The Kitchen To Prove A Vital Point
Concise Version
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What if a super virus downed the internet, or the power grid was sabotaged, and
America's cities no longer had ELECTRICITY and WATER? What will you and your
family do when your toilet no longer flushes? Bender, of Health Sanitation Systems,
believes HSS has solutions providing so America's cities would not need to become a
cesspool as did the luxurious Carnival Triumph Cruise Ship, which became known as a
floating toilet. HSS wishes to make all aware that only about ten percent of human waste
is hazardous, being the feces, while even the feces threat can quite easily be controlled, if
the feces are not allowed to mix with and contaminate the urine or any liquid.
One of the basic features of HSS toilets is they immediately divert the urine, thus
keeping approximately ninety percent of human waste uninfected and harmless, even if it
did happen to drain where it should not! Bender is so serious about HSS toilet solutions,
he recently placed his HEST-Room toilet right in his kitchen and near the dining room
table to thereby raise eyebrows and prove that HSS toilet systems can be odor free, with
basically no water or chemicals! A direct exhaust blower is turned on, while the toilet is
in use, making it much more odor free than conventional flush toilets. The HSS toilet, to
be odor free, requires only a gallon of water a month and a gallon of bleach every five
years, and likely even less. A unique urinal, made out of a mere three liter pop bottle, has
been tested for over six weeks without rinsing or flushing of any sort, and amazingly still
has no noticeable odor. The goal of HSS from the start has not only been to curb
pollution and disease, but to also provide safe fertilizer. Regarding fertilizer solutions, it
is a momentous issue that urine (the far greater portion of human waste), has been found
to be an almost immediate safe and effectual fertilizer, if not infected by the feces!
Bender says HSS' earlier wooden toilet structure continued to smell like wood,
while the new cloth one in the kitchen continues to smell like fabric, and says here it is a
matter of smelling is believing, rather than seeing. HSS sincerely hopes their toilet in the
kitchen venture will be extensively shared on Facebook, and possibly even go viral, to
awaken solutions and helpful concern regarding the billions who now lack sanitation, or
billions of others who suddenly being thrust into a crisis might also lack it. Bender
expects a soon coming crisis, and says being informed alone could be lifesaving. The
HSS site www.LiftUpThePoor.com gives much more information. A relevant proverb
states, "those who don't care enough to share a solution, don't deserve the escape of the
solution, when they themselves need it". A longer more informative version of this is
available at this link https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/TKitchen.pdf.
Benders' table at this time is quite unique having a toilet at one end and something else
possibly even more unique at the other.
This link speaks of such
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/16411607/STable.pdf .

